Stick Woven Scarf & Satchel
Designed by Gabby Marquez

MATERIALS FOR SCARF:

Weaving sticks thick (8441)
Lion Brand Yarn
Homespun Thick & Quick
(Super Bulky Weight, 160yds
(2 skeins)
includes warp.

MATERIALS FOR SATCHEL:
Weaving sticks thick (8441)
Lion Brand Yarn
Homespun Thick & Quick
(2 skeins-160 yards)
includes warp
1/4 yard of coordinating
fabric for lining.
Clovers D-Ring 3/4” item
No. 9531

Note:

Hold the weaving sticks
in your hand like a fan
and you are ready to
start weaving.

STEP 1

Use six weaving sticks. Cut 6 lengths
of yarn each 98". Thread each
weaving stick with the
yarn doubling it by pulling cord to
its center. This is the warp.

STEP 2

Follow the Thick Weaving Sticks package instructions for weaving with 3 or
more weaving sticks.

STEP 3

Weave on 6 sticks with
yarn until you
reach 56" in length.

Slide yarn off of
sticks onto the warp.
Remove sticks. Start
closing the ends by
knotting two strans
of warp at a time to
secure the ends of
your scarf.
Add fringe with yarn.

STEP 1

Use six sticks. Cut 6 lengths of yarn each 70". Thread each weaving
stick with the yarn doubling it by pulling yarn to its center.
This is the warp.
Cut 6 lengths of yarn each
70". Thread each weaving
stick with the
yarn doubling it by
pulling yarn to its center.
This is the warp.

STEP 2

Follow package instructions for weaving with 3 or more weaving sticks.
Weave with 6 sticks with yarn until you reach 30" in length.
Remove from the sticks and set panel aside.
Repeat steps 1-2 to create two additional panels.

STEP 1

Cut 3 lengths of yarn each 92". Thread each weaving stick with the
yarn doubling it by pulling yarn to its center.

STEP 2

Follow package instructions for weaving with 3 or more sticks.
Weave with 3 sticks until you have 46" in length. Remove from
sticks and set aside.

1.

Lay the three panels together side by side.
sew
together

sew
together

Use darning needle
and yarn to sew the
panel edges together.

Fold bottom half up
12" and sew sides
together. The flap of
the bag should be 6”
BOTTOM
HALF

2.

Make the lining a bit larger than the bag. It should not
pull on the bag if weighted down. Use an 8" x 24" piece
of fabric for lining the bag.

Make the lining about 1/2" taller
than necessary to
accomodate a generous seam
allowance at the
top of the bag.

LINING

Adjacent
woven stitch

one woven
stitch

Use Clovers Locking
Stitch Markers to mark
where you will
sew the lining.

WOVEN BAG

3.

Cut a length of thread 4 times
the circumferenc of the bags
opening that you will sew.

Use one of Clovers sewing
needles and put the needle
up through one woven stitch
and down through the
adjacent woven stitch as
pictured. This will ensure a
consistent line of
stitches above the lining
attachment point. Repeat,
process until the lining is
firmly in place.

Begin by sewing on a thick fabric strip that is 2” in length onto the
side of the satchel using a sewing needle. Then fold one inch of
the strip through the D-Ring and sew into the strip that is already
sewn onto the side of the satchel.

Lastly, take 1” of the woven part of the strap and pull it through
the D-Ring and fold over the curve of the D-Ring and take your
darning needle with yarn to sew this folded woven strap together.
Now you have a hip woven satchel and scarf. Show it off!

Sew togehter

Fold through

Stick Woven Animal Print
Scarf &Headband
Designed by Alicia Carr

MATERIALS FOR SCARF:

Weaving sticks thick (8441)
Lion Brand Yarn
Homestown USA Yarn
Color A Super Bulky weight
(81yds, 2 skeins)
this includes warp.
Color B Premiere Cuddle
Fleece Yarn (Bulky Weight
(110yds) 1 skein Earthen)

MATERIALS FOR
Headband:

Weaving sticks thick (8441)
Premiere Yarn Cuddle
Fleece includes warp
(110yd, Bulky Weight)
Color: Earthen (1 skein)
Elastic cord for warp (7 yds)

STEP 1

Cut 6 lengths of yarn each 160". Weave on each stick with the
yarn doubling it by pulling the yarn to its center. This is the warp.

Note:

Hold the weaving sticks
in your hand like a fan
and you are ready to
start weaving.

STEP 2

Follow package instructions for weaving with 3 or more weaving sticks.

STEP 3

Weave with color B using two strands together for approx. 14". Tie off color B
and start weaving with color A for 52".
Tie off color A and start weaving with color B for approx. 14"

STEP 4

Remove from sticks. Add fringe with yarn.
1. Fold 6” yarn strands
and draw through edge
of scarf, using your
2. Bring ends
weaving stick.
through loop
and tighten.

STEP 1

Cut 3 lengths of elastic cord each 80". Thread each weaving stick
with the elastic cording doubling it by pulling cord to its center. This
is the warp.

STEP 2

Follow package instructions for weaving with 3 or more
weaving sticks. Weave on 3 sticks with yarn for approx. 16".

STEP 3
Remove sticks and tie elastic cords together to create the headband.

You can weave as dense or as loose as you want but
remember because of the stretching you will not want the
elastic to show.

Optional
Embellishment:
Crochet a flower using
Amour Crochet Hooks
and coordinating yarn.

Amour Crochet Hook J (6.0mm)
Art No. 1049/J

We used
Lion Brands
Eyelash yarn
“Silky White”
Can be found
wherever Lion
Brand Yarn is
sold or use one
of your choice,
have fun!

Stick Woven Beanie
Scarf &Headband
Designed by Veronica Phillips

MATERIALS FOR Beanie:
Finished Size:
21" circumference

Art No. 8441 Weaving Sticks
(Thick)
Premiere Yarn Cuddle Fleece
includes warp (110yd, Bulky
Weight)
Color: Earthen (2 skeins)

STEP 1

Use 6 Thick Weaving Sticks
Cut 6 lengths of yarn each 30". Thread each
weaving stick with the yarn doubling it by pulling yarn to its center.
This is the warp. Follow package instructions for weaving with 3 or
more weaving sticks.

STEP 2

Weave on 6 sticks with yarn for approx. 6".

STEP 3

Decrease stitching by weaving on only the four inner weaving sticks
for 10 rows.

STEP 4

Decrease stitching by weaving on only the two middle weaving sticks
for 10 rows. Remove from sticks and set this panel aside.

STEP 5

Repeat steps 1-4 to create 5 panels total (Refer to diagram1) These
panels need to be sewn together.Tie knots on the bottom warp threads
and cut ends. Leave warp tails at top of beanie and add additional

fringe to top of beanie with yarn and darning needle.

You can have some
fringes longer than
others, stylize it to
make it your own.

Use a darning needle and cut a
yarn strand that is three times the
circumfrance of your hat.
Begin doing an over stitch at the
bottom of your hat.
Now your ready to show-off
your work!

Diagram 1

Remember Panels need to be sewn together.

Stick Woven bag and
Skateboard Sling
Designed by Alicia Carr

Materials for
Messanger bag:

Art No. 8440 Weaving Sticks
(Fine)
1/2" wide Fabric Strips in
Camoflauge (approx. 3 yds.)
1/2" wide Fabric Strips in
Faux Suede (approx. 2 yds.)
•Satin cord for warp
( approx. 33 yds)
Use 6 Fine Weaving Sticks

MATERIALS FOR
SKATEBOARD sLING:

Weaving sticks Fine (8440)
1/2" Wide Fabric Strips in
Camouflage ½ yard
1/2" Wide Fabric Strips in
Faux Suede ½ yard
Faux Leather Cord for
warp (approx. 17 yards)
Use 6 Fine Weaving Sticks

STEP 1

Cut 6 lengths of satin cord each 30". Thread each weaving stick with
the satin cord doubling it by pulling yarn to its center. This is the warp.
Follow package instructions for weaving with 3 or more weaving sticks.

STEP 2

Weave on 6 sticks with 1/2" wide fabric strips until you reach 12" in
length. Remove from the sticks and set panel aside.

STEP 3

Repeat steps 1-2 to create four additional panels.

STEP 1 Back Panel: Fold over to create flap

Cut 6 lengths of satin cord each 60". Thread each weaving stick with the
satin cord doubling it by pulling yarn to its center. This is the warp.
Follow package instructions for weaving with 3 or more weaving sticks.

STEP 2

Weave on 6 sticks with 1/2" wide fabric strips until you reach 21" in
length. Remove from the sticks and set panel aside.

STEP 3

STEP 1
Use 6 sticks. Cut 6 lengths of satin cord each 200". Thread each
weaving stick with the satin cord doubling it by pulling cord to its
center. This is the warp.Follow package instructions for weaving with
3 or more weaving sticks.

STEP 2

Weave on 6 sticks for approx. 2". Weave on 3 left sticks for 15 rows.
Tie a new strand of faux suede to weave on the 3 right sticks for 15
rows.

STEP 3

Continue to weave on all 6 sticks for approx. 70".
Then, Weave on 3 left sticks for 15 rows. Tie a new strand of faux
suede to weave on the 3 right sticks for 15 rows.
Remove from sticks and set aside.

Lay front panel pieces together side by side
Use needle and thread to sew panel edges together set
aside. Lay back panel pieces together side by side.
Use needle and thread to sew panels edges together set
aside Sew strap to front and back panels.See images below.

Panel 1

Panel 2

Panel 3

Panel 4 Panel 5

Lay back panel pieces together side by side. Use needle and
thread to sew panel edges together (same as front panel)
Set aside.Sew strap to front and back panels.
Once panels are sewn into mid section of strap, sew
unfinished end of strap inside the opening created on other end
of strap to complete the bag.

FRONT PANEL

Strap is also the
bottom of bag

Sew here

Woven Faux Leather Strap
BACK PANEL

Sew here

Note:

Weave
through eyelet

Straps must have space
left at the ends so that you
can weave them together.

Strap is also the
bottom of bag. You
must sew strap to
the sides of the
bag as well.

STEP 1
Use 6 Fine Weaving Sticks.
Cut 6 lengths of faux leather
cord each 98". Thread each
weaving stick with the cord
doubling it by pulling cord to
its center.
This is the warp.Follow
package instructions for
weaving with 3 or more
weaving sticks.
Start by weaving on all 6
sticks with 1/2" wide strips
of faux suede for approx. 4".

STEP 2

To weave opening- Weave on 3 sticks for approx. 6". Tie a
new strand of faux suede at the bottom of the weaving
Leather strap,
sticks. Weave on the other 3 sticks for approx 6".
Take both strands of faux suede and weave for approx 1". remember to make
space for the
Remove from sticks.

skateboards wheels

Camouflage

STEP 3
Start weaving on all 6 sticks with the 1/2" fabric strips of
camouflage for approx. 37".
Repeat step 2 in reverse to create opening on other end of sling.
Remove from sticks and admire your work.

Locking Stitch
Markers with Clip
Art No. 3165

D-Rings 1-1/4"
(Satin Bronze)
9535

Chibi darning needles
Art No. 340

CT0122

